
2022 Lancaster Fair Fireman’s Muster

Welcome to the 2022 Fireman’s Muster at the Lancaster Fair!  After a fantastic reboot of our muster last
year we are looking to have 2022 be even better.The goal of the muster committee is to produce an
exciting Main Grandstand event while giving you actual first responders a chance to show-off your skills,
apparatus, and enthusiasm and be recognized by the greater North Country community for your service
and dedication.

As with years past, the 2022 muster will be comprised of two events- a “Mid Night Alarm” with several
components and a Bucket Brigade.  Team with the lowest combined time for both events will be the
winner.  The winning team will have a $500.00 donation made to a charity of their choice (to be
determined in advance) and they will receive 5 season passes to the 2023 Lancaster Fair.  Teams will be
made up of a maximum of 5 members per event and a team can utilize a different roster of members for
each event if they choose to.

Mid-Night Alarm:

This will be very much our traditional event as we have done in the past.  5 members will start
lying on cots at the east side of the action area with bunker gear staged at the foot of their cot.  At the
start signal, members will stand and don their gear and move as quickly as possible to their apparatus
which will be parked at the western edge of the action area.  Once all members are properly seated in
the apparatus and the doors shut, the chauffeur will release the brakes and proceed to a pre-filled porta
pond.  Once the parking brake is set, members will exit the truck, attach one length of hard suction to the
truck, attached a strainer to the hard suction, unroll 200’ of 1.5” or 1.75” hand line (maximum 100’
lengths, nothing pre-connected), attach a nozzle to the handline, establish a draft with using apparatus
tank water, charge the line and direct a hose stream at a cone knocking it to the ground. Additionally
(new for 2022)at some point during the evolution, 2 members must remove a 24’ extension ladder from
their rig and throw it to the top railing of the infield tower.  One member will properly foot the ladder while
one climbs the ladder and rings a bell that will be at the top of the ladder.  Time stops when the cone hits
the ground or the bell rings, whichever occurs last.

The details:

1. All members must wear full PPE (excluding Nomex hood or SCBA).  Members do not need to be
fully dressed to proceed from cot to apparatus, but must be fully dressed with jackets zipped up upon
exiting the truck.  Structural firefighting gloves must be worn by all participants except chauffeur who can
wear light work gloves.  No bare handed operations.

2. Chauffeur must not release the parking brake until all doors are shut and occupants are seated.
Parking brake must be set before any doors open to exit the truck.  Chauffeur's first task upon exiting the
truck MUST be to set two wheel chocks.  (This is a basic safety step and we ask all teams to be
attentive to this step)

3. Ladder throwOR hand line stretch can be completed in any order.  Time stops when last task is
complete.

4. Strainer cannot be pre-connected to hard suction. 200’ of hand line must be rolled in at least two
separate rolls (any type of roll is acceptable [flat, donut, etc.]), cannot be pre-connected, and must ride in
a compartment or on top of the hose bed (cannot be in cab or riding loose on the bumper, tailboard, or
sideboards).  In other words, teams must unroll hose, attach to discharge, make at least one mid-stretch
connection and attach nozzle.

5. Hand line and hard suction must be normal fire service hose typical to your department with
regular threaded connections.  No quick connections, forestry hose, or other imaginative non-fire service
time savers.

6. Tank to pump valve must not be opened at any time.  Truck tank water cannot be used in any way.
Pumps CAN be wet at the start of the event.



7. Hand line must be manned by a minimum of two firefighters before the nozzle is opened.  Hose
stream cannot be directed at anything or anyone other than the target cone (again, this is a safety
basic).

8. The ladder must be in the normal riding position and properly clamped.

9. When thrown the ladder must be at the correct angle and extend several rungs beyond the railing
(safety basic).

Penalties:

1. Doors of apparatus open without parking brake set- 20 seconds

2. Uncontrolled hose stream or line charged before nozzle is connected- 15 seconds

3. Less than two members on charged hose line-10 seconds

4. No gloves, unzipped bunker gear, dropped helmet- 10 seconds

5. Ladder shifts left or right with a member climbing- 20 seconds

Bucket Brigade:

Teams will be paired off on opposite sides of the smoke and start with hands touching their
respective porta-tanks.  When the start signal is given, teams will start bailing water from their porta-tank
and tossing it onto the roof of the smoke house.  Time will stop when a team’s water reaches the black
line on their measurement pail. It is important that all teams continue to move water even if the
opposing team has finished first.  We need a time for each and every team to calculate the total
score.

Penalties:

1. Intentionally directing water at catch drum or measurement pail- 10 seconds per
occurrence

2. Throwing buckets- 10 seconds per occurrence

Notes:

1) Muster begins promptly at 7:00 P.M.  Mandatory pre-game meeting is at 6:15 and must be
attended by at least one member from each team.

2) Teams and apparatus can begin entering the fairgrounds at 5:00 P.M.  5 team members will be
allowed admittance to the fair with the team’s $50.00 entry fee.  It is asked that all team members wear
their department or team t-shirts.

3) The event will begin with the National Anthem. All teams should stand at attention at the front of
their rig during the anthem.

4) When a team completes their evolution of the Mid-Night Alarm it is asked that they clear the action
area as quickly as possible to keep the show moving.  Teams that are waiting are encouraged to help
other teams clear.  The “on deck” team should carefully move into position as soon as the previous team
finishes.  This is all in the interest of keeping the show moving for the audience.

5) Rules and event details are subject to possible update and/or change.  Any changes will be to
keep the show safe, fair, and entertaining.  Thank you in advance for your flexibility and sportsmanship.

Questions? - Asst. Chief Michael Kopp, 603-631-1313 cell, 603-788-2311 desk, or
mikekopp@northcountrymotors.com

Thank you to all teams for your participation and service to your communities!


